TRINITY SECURES THE A J RAE SHIELD

We have seen Term III (the examination term) ushered in with some fine achievements being recorded by our boys on the sporting front. Our traditional annual winter fixture last Saturday against Newington College for the A J Rae Shield saw our players give a strong performance across the three sports of Football, Rugby and Volleyball. In what was a most convivial and enjoyable day of sporting competition, we witnessed several excellent, keenly contested matches across all three sports. In the end, Trinity was able to emerge victorious and secure the A J Rae Shield for 2015, finishing on 7.5 points, against Newington’s total of 6.5 points (see further details in this Bulletin).

This now means we have won both “local derbies” – having earlier won the Black and Green Shield in our other traditional winter contest against St Patrick’s College. Congratulations to our boys and coaches on their achievement.

From an individual perspective, we were also able to acknowledge and congratulate the following notable achievements recorded during the recent holidays:

**Cricket – Australian 15 and Under School Sport Australia Championships held in Darwin (13th – 20th June)**

**Austin Waugh (10St)**
> Represented NSW in the U15 NSW Cricket side

From this tournament Austin has been selected in the Australian Under 16 squad that will participate in the National Under 17 tournament in Hobart next season.

**Rugby - Australian Schools Rugby Union Championships held at Riverview (29th June – 4th July)**

**Harry McLennan (12Mu)**
> Represented NSW in the NSW II XV Schoolboys team

**Ryan Longville (11Mu)**
> Represented Combined States XV in the same tournament

**Diving – Australian Elite Junior Diving Championships held at SOPAC (8th – 10th July)**

**Ben On (Ta)**
> Silver medal - boys junior B 1 metre springboard event
> Silver medal - boys junior B 3 metre springboard event
> Gold medal - boys Junior Springboard Synchro event

Ben was also selected as a member of the Diving Australia National Junior squad.

**Water polo – East Coast Challenge held in Brisbane (9th – 12th July)**

**Hayden Molla (9Ta) and Ethan Hansford (9He)**
> Represented U14 NSW Water polo side

From this tournament Hayden has been selected in the Australia Under 15 Water polo team to tour Europe.

CONGRATULATIONS, MR MAE

We are indeed fortunate as a School community to have staff committed not only to the needs of our boys within the context of Trinity, but also committed to education in general in the wider community. It is therefore with pleasure I make public that Mr Tom Mae, who is our Director of Professional Learning and Accreditation and who has been with us since 2004, has recently been awarded an Australian College of Educators Fellowship. His Citation reads, For an outstanding contribution to professional learning and leadership development of teachers, as well as providing outstanding quality education and increased expectations for student learning. Tom has enhanced the professional practice of educators through mentoring, team teaching, modelling and shared practice and has encouraged teacher observations, partnerships with business and community and personalised learning for teachers and leaders at all stages of career development. His contribution has occurred over 35 years in education.

I am sure you join with me in congratulating him on this significant recognition.

continued over >
**OUR BOYS’ SAFETY AND TRAFFIC MATTERS**
By now, parents will have received details regarding the School’s revised traffic management plan which has been based on the best advice the School has been able to gather from the relevant specialists in this field.

We have a somewhat unique benefit at our Summer Hill campus in that we have a facility where every student can be dropped off and picked up within the School grounds in a safe and secure environment. Whilst I appreciate that there are peak times for the pick up and drop off areas and there may be some unavoidable delays, it is important that as a School community we readily adhere to the principle of dropping off and picking up our boys within the grounds rather than outside the School boundaries on the public roads. This is an obvious matter of safety as well as an extension of courtesy to our neighbours.

Thank you to all the parents who are complying with the School’s request in these matters, and a gentle word of encouragement to those who occasionally err in this matter, to resist the temptation of a “quicker getaway” especially when, in point of fact, it does potentially endanger the physical wellbeing of our boys.  **Head Master**

**Traffic Management**  SUMMER HILL CAMPUS
Traffic Management **key changes** are:
1. Left Turn only at the top of Jubilee Drive in peak times. (8.00-9.00 AM and 3.00-5.30 PM). A number of exit routes for parents are provided in the enclosed maps.
2. Delmar Gate will now be closed on School Days and **NO ACCESS** will be available through this gate on Monday to Friday at any time. Pedestrian Access to the School will be only via the Southern side of Jubilee Drive, Chapel Way and Prospect Road main gates. The Maps below indicate pedestrian routes to and from the School including access to public Transport.
3. Parents will not be able to use Victoria Street to Drop Off/Pick Up students anywhere along the school frontage, north of Jubilee Drive.
4. A new Drop Off and Pick Up line including a split lane in the Jubilee Carpark at the Northern end. (See map) This will enable the Junior School Infants Drop Off not to interfere with the Junior School Primary, Middle and Senior School Drop Off in the Morning.
5. Parents parking in peak times will need to enter parking lanes via the Northern end of lanes once inside the Carpark.

Craig Sandwell  |  Senior Master (Summer Hill Campus)

**Carpark Management**
Vehicle Exit Management | During peak periods

Pedestrian Exit Management | During peak periods
A FEW MATTERS FOR YEAR 12
This week, as Year 12 return for their final term of tuition and for the Trial HSC and IB examinations, there are a number of matters to which I need to draw their, and their parents’, attention.

TRIAL EXAMINATIONS
For HSC students, the Trial examinations start in Week 5 (Monday 10 August) and for IB students, in Week 7 (Monday 24 August). The change to move these examinations later in recent years has been done to maximise teaching time for students, and to minimise the potential for students to think they have “down time” after the Trial. This later scheduling, too, ensures that the examinations really are a true trial, with courses finished and students better prepared than in the past. It is important that Trial examinations constitute a major focus for all Year 12 students in the weeks ahead.

THE ROAD AHEAD
The Trial examinations are a very important milestone. For HSC students, they also contribute significantly to the Assessment mark for most subjects. However, it is important for boys not to think, even subconsciously, that they mark the end of Year 12 and the commitment associated with it. The HSC Examinations will still be almost two months away when the Trial finishes, and the IB Examinations a similar period after the completion of the IB Trials. A great deal of learning and improvement can be accomplished in that long period of time. Boys must avoid the danger of relaxing after the Trial, resist the potential distractions over the last few weeks of the term, and must stay highly focused until the very end. At School, solid teaching will continue after the Trial, and there will be a revision programme on the first two days of Michaelmas term to assist the boys. Every day of continuing focus amounts to marks earned; the time for celebrations and relaxation will come soon enough, once final examinations are out of the way.

SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATIONS
During this term, many boys will require the School’s input on applications for scholarships and other academic matters, such as the Educational Access Scheme (EAS). Generally, these requests are handled through my office, although the Master of the Senior School and Housemasters may also assist with some applications. Boys are requested not leave these applications until the last minute as they cannot be turned around quickly to do the boy justice.

Please be advised also that it is only in the context of scholarship applications that the School will provide estimates of ATARs, and these are provided without prejudice.

YOUR AUSTRALIAN TERTIARY ADMISSION RANK (ATAR)
For IB students, a simple conversion between the IB score and the ATAR makes predicting one’s ATAR a little less complicated. The following remarks are directed at HSC students only. In summary, the following points should be noted:

> The marks which will appear on the final Year 12 Report are the School’s best estimates of what each boy will achieve for the HSC. While they are soundly based, they are not infallible. For every boy, of course, our hope is that he will improve on his Report marks. Please note that the marks which appear on Reports are not, and cannot be, the same as the boys’ Assessment marks, although they will be very close. Because of this fact, there will be no ranks on the draft Report, issued electronically, but ranks, based on the actual HSC Assessment marks, will be printed on the final Report made available next term.

> A set of apparently high marks does not guarantee a high ATAR. Students need to recognise that, in most subjects, the average mark across the State (before any scaling) is in the mid to high 70s. A set of marks in the 70s may appear to represent a strong performance, but could result in an average ATAR in the 50s or low 60s. The reasons for this are too complicated to go into in this summary, but it is important to be realistic.

> Predicting the ATAR is fraught with danger. The first danger is that the marks on which the prediction rests need to be accurate. If they are not, nor can the predicted ATAR be. The second danger is that there are some highly disreputable ATAR predictors available on-line. Be warned: some of their predictions are wildly inaccurate. The School does have reasonable faith in one commercially available predictor, which is used by the Careers Adviser, Dr Fred Osman. Students are encouraged to consult Dr Osman if they wish to get a fairly realistic prediction of their ATAR. Even this, however, is just a prediction.

ASSESSMENT MARKS AND RANK ORDER NOTICES – HSC STUDENTS
Assessment marks will be finalised after the Trial, but are not due for submission to the Board of Studies until the end of this term. After their submission, two things will happen. First, the School will issue a draft rank order notice on the first day of revision next term. This will be based on the Assessment marks sent to the Board, and will be issued so that students can advise us if they think there is any inaccuracy. Any suggestion of this kind is checked, and if warranted, the Assessment mark is easily corrected. Naturally, I am very keen to identify any problems at that early stage, rather than have to deal with them when time is short later on.

Second, at the end of the HSC Examinations, the Board will make available to students via its Website its own Rank Order Notice. This is an official communication and students have the right to appeal their ranks. Details of how to appeal will be provided by letter closer to the event, but students should realise at this stage that the timeline for doing so is always very tight.

I hope this information helps to clarify some complex but very important matters for Year 12 students.

Jason Cheers | Academic Dean
THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH PROGRAMME
INFORMATION EVENING FOR NEW PARTICIPANTS AND THEIR PARENTS

Want to join the Award? Want to know more about the Award? Want to join a Spring Holidays Expedition for new participants? Are you in Years 9 to 12? Are you at least 14 years of age or about to turn 14?

If the answer is yes to any of the above questions then you will need to attend an information session on Thursday 30th July at 6.00pm in Latham Theatre.

We will:
> Discuss the Award and all its changes and expectations.
> Provide you with an opportunity to join the second of two yearly intakes to the Award programme.
> Provide you with information about a potential Spring Holidays Expedition for new participants.
> Provide you with advice on purchasing key wilderness hiking equipment, from outdoor equipment specialists Southern Cross Equipment.

This meeting is a compulsory first step in being eligible to participate in the Award and this proposed Spring Holidays Expedition. We look forward to seeing you and or your parent/guardian there on the night.

Matthew Hirst | MIC
TRINITY FIRST XV AND FIRST XI vs KNOX AT TRINITY on Saturday 18th July 2015

Compulsory Attendance for boys in Years 9, 10 and 11 to attend the First XI Football game starting at 10:00am OR the First XV Rugby game starting at 3:00pm.

Students will be informed in the week prior as to which home games they are expected to attend. This will be dependant upon the students own sporting fixture.

School Officers and House Captains are to attend EITHER the First XI Football game OR the First XV Rugby game. Rolls will be marked at each game. Boys MUST wear their full winter uniform. If it is raining on the day please ring the wet weather number (1300 788 477) for details regarding these fixtures. This message is updated throughout the day.

Parent/Visitors seating arrangements: During the 1st XI football game parents and visitors are encouraged to bring their own seating and sit on the Eastern side of No 2 Oval. During the 1st XV Rugby game parents and visitors are expected to sit on the Western side of No 1 Oval. There will be NO access to the Eastern side of the field. This area is reserved for teams warming up.

At the conclusion of the games parents are encouraged to meet their sons in the School car park, entry via Victoria St.

Advanced Notice
The final Compulsory Home games is on 8/8/2015 (See the school record book for more details.)

STUDENT UNIFORM WHEN WATCHING SATURDAY SPORT FIXTURES

Compulsory Home Games

> Students watching 1st XV or 1st XI games, irrespective of whether the game is compulsory for their particular Year group, are required to wear FULL SCHOOL UNIFORM.

> Students are not permitted to wear their Trinity tracksuit, or any other item other than their full School uniform.

Away Games and Non-Compulsory Home Games

Students watching 1st XV and 1st XI Away games, or any other home game, and they are not acting as a reserve, have two options:

> Wear their full School uniform

> Wear their full Trinity tracksuit over their sports uniform, with enclosed sports shoes. If the weather is hot, the Head Master may approve that tracksuits do not have to be worn. Boys will be informed of this at the venue on the day.

Note: Students who are not in the correct uniform will be required to report to the relevant Deputy Master at 8:00am the following Monday morning. If boys wear casual clothing, their parents will be contacted so that the boys’ parents can arrange transport home for them, as they will not be allowed to stay to watch the games.

Bradley Wirth | Director of Campus Administration

Trinity Grammar School | Home Game Information
The recently-contested fixture with Newington for the A.J. Rae Shield provided players from lower grades across the age-groups with an opportunity to represent the School in an A-grade fixture. For a number of the boys, this annual fixture is their first occasion to play in a more challenging contest than they might have previously experienced with their own teams. The prospect of playing against a recognised and respected GPS opponent, while daunting for some, became the catalyst for others to challenge themselves and apply their skills against a robust opposition. To their credit, they performed admirably in an environment that may have been intimidating at first.

An African saying: “When you pray, start moving your feet,” frames the attitude on display from our players on Saturday. While some may dream and hope for a chance to experience success and remain hopeful without action, it is those, who, despite their fears, take advantage of the opportunities presented to them, transcending their circumstances to experience the true meaning of courage.

This example of Trinity boys taking advantage of opportunities to participate in competition experiences beyond their comfort zone is indicative of the inherent desire to learn and improve that is inspired in encouraging home and schooling environments.

**MATCH REPORTS**

After an extensive training session in the holidays, with some additional coaching from Cameron Blades and Jack Debreczeni (11/12Du), the U13A team was ready for the local derby against Newington. As Newington kicked off, Malachi Hawkes (7WJ) received the ball and immediately drove forward followed by a solid clear out past the ball. This was the first phase of approximately fifteen which saw the ball move from one side of the field to the other as the boys' maintained possession. The attaching raid ended as it had begun with a powerful run from Malachi to score our first try. Through starving our opposition of possession, the team was quick to add another five points with some elusive running from Joseph Nassif (7He). Newington had their first opportunity through a poor kick off receipt that allowed them good field position to strike from as they score their first try for the match. The team rallied again and dominated the breakdown to create try-scoring opportunities for Ethan Bateman (7WJ) and also James Browning (7Du) before the half time whistle was blown from referee Goetz. With two more tries to Ethan and Michael Eid (7Ke) the team defeated Newington 32-17. A focus for this week, in our lead up to playing Knox, is to work on our receiving of kick-off. Refocussing the team after scoring points is of great importance to ensure the next aspect of the game follows on from the last positive play.

The players selected in the U15A team to play Newington were very enthusiastic at training with some getting opportunities to play due to unavailability of regular players. Unfortunately, Trinity did not see the ball in the first 10 minutes where our opponents maintained possession. The side improved in its defensive effort in the game, though the glut of possession meant that Newington shot out to a 10 - 0 lead. Hayden Johnson (9Ke) started the game very strongly with a number very good defensive reads, without these excellent efforts Trinity would have been behind more on the scoreboard. Through some dogged determination, Trinity fought back, finally creating some pressure by maintain possession for a number of phases. Thomas Diiorio De-Domeneghi (9Yo) made an impact when he was at fullback, returning the ball well, showing some dazzling footwork. Trinity went ahead with a try to Thomas Lambert (9Fo) who had some strong carries during the game to put Trinity ahead 15-10. It was Lachlan Ilias' (9Sc) conversion that proved the difference between the two teams, Trinity coming out eventual winners 17-15.

**Andrea Folli | MIC Rugby**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trinity vs Newington</th>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Result</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Result</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st XV</td>
<td>Loss</td>
<td>21 - 36</td>
<td>15A</td>
<td>Win</td>
<td>17 - 15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd XV</td>
<td>Loss</td>
<td>5 - 60</td>
<td>14A</td>
<td>Loss</td>
<td>7 - 28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16A</td>
<td>Loss</td>
<td>10 - 19</td>
<td>13A</td>
<td>Win</td>
<td>32 - 17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FRIENDS OF RUGBY**

**END OF YEAR RUGBY CELEBRATION**

**SUNDAY 9TH AUGUST, 2015**

- **Time**: 12pm – 4pm
- **Venue**: Upstairs at One Penny Red – 1 Moonbie Street Summer Hill
- **Cost**: $48
- **Menu**: Canapes (Drinks at own cost)
- **Dress**: Smart Casual
- **Important**: Numbers are strictly limited to 50 people due to venue limitations
  
  Get in quickly to not be disappointed | [Click here to RSVP now]
FROM THE DIRECTOR OF RUGBY COACHING

Several of our U16 A and First XV players were honored this season by being selected to represent the CAS or the NSW Schoolboys’ teams. Of these, Ryan Longville (11Mu) represented the Combined States Team, while Harry McLennan (12Mu) was selected to play at the Australian Schools Championships, representing NSW Schoolboys.

Lachlan White | Director of Rugby Coaching

WINTER SPORT PHOTOGRAPHS

Winter Sport Photographs will take place next week. Years 7/8 Sport Teams will be photographed on Wednesday 22nd July. While Years 9/10 and 11/12 Sport Teams will be photographed on Thursday 23rd July.

YEAR 12 PHOTOGRAPHS

The Year 12, K to 12, Prefects, House Captains, and Year 12 Committee photographs are to be taken on the Thursday 30th July at 12.40pm on Number 1 Oval. Photographs can be purchased from Melba Studios http://www.melbastudios.com.au/

FATHER & SON BREAKFAST

DATE | Friday, 7th August 2015
TIME | 7:00am
VENUE | The Dining Hall
PRICE | $12 per student
      | $12 per adult
RSVP | Online by 31st July 2015
      | via the Trinity Community Directory 
      | www.trinity.nsw.edu.au

HOW TO RSVP

Click on Community Directory under Trinity Community on the Trinity homepage www.trinity.nsw.edu.au

Then click Middle & Senior Schools under Event Bookings. Find ‘Yr 9 Father and Son Breakfast and Chapel Service’ in the 1st of events, then click ‘Register for this Event’ and fill in the RSVP information.

TRINITY ONLINE COMMUNITY DIRECTORY

Click on Middle & Senior Schools.
There was plenty of football during the holidays. This included the AJ Rae Shield between Trinity and Newington, the Kanga Cup in Canberra, the K-Year 9 Holiday Football Clinic and multiple training sessions.

1ST XI

The Inner West Derby between Trinity and Newington was well anticipated with both teams aware of the importance of their team’s contribution to help secure the AJ Rae shield. Trinity’s first five minutes were fantastic with good ball speed in their passing and good movement off the ball. This foundation helped secure the ascendancy towards the Green and White. Trinity’s first goal commenced from Goal Keeper William Clark (12Ta) who played out a short pass from a goal kick. The ball was moved into the middle third where possession was lost, only for it to fall back into the feet of Steven Callas (12Ho). Steven chipped the ball over the defensive line for Reece Sekulovski (11La) to volley the ball into the bottom right corner of the goal. Not long later, Daniel Sestan (12Ta) intercepted an opposition back pass inside Trinity’s half. Daniel accelerated quickly with the ball and Reece made a barnstorming 50m overlapping run to receive a superb pass between the defenders. Reece took a touch to beat an advancing Goal Keeper and scored his second goal. Trinity’s third goal came in the second half when a Trinity shot was taken from outside the box that rebounded off the Goal Keeper. Chris Hart (12Ke) was hungry for a goal and his excellent follow up was rewarded with a goal – a terrific 3-0 victory and one which was underpinned by a strong defensive effort from Alex Andreattta (11Du), George Vagerakas (12Ho), Johnny Dimopoulos (12Ta), William Todd (10Ar) and Harrison Page (11Yo).

Luke Gray | 1st XI Coach and MIG of Football

2ND XI

The ‘ding dong’ Newington Derby started off a frenetic pace with Trinity hungry for the ball and keeping hold of possession well. This strong start continued throughout the half with Newington attempting to get into the game and Trinity refusing to allow them to settle. Such was the determination that in the space of minutes Trinity could and should have been two nil up. A beautiful curled free-kick by Zac Galluzzo (12Ho) into the top corner was only just clawed out by the Newington keeper. Then from the resulting corner an excellent delivery by Man of the Match Will Poulos (12St), who, dominating the midfield, was headed over by Zac when it seemed easier to score. Trinity’s hold of the game continued unabated even with a raft of substitutions.

Half time came and went with the game all square. In the second half the pressure on Newington increased, with only a rushed pass or a deflection away from the intended recipient keeping the scores level. When Newington did break in the rare opportunities that came their way they found John ‘Imperious’ Morfis (12Hi) a barrier too far to break! Trinity were controlling the game; with passing moves involving 6 players sweeping up the pitch, the only thing missing was the goal. With time running out, Michael Tsintominas (11Sc) won a penalty from a throw in. James Saab (11We) stepped up to take the kick but unfortunately blazed the ball over the bar and with that ended the chance for Trinity to take full points in a game they won on every other count as it ended 0-0. Knox up next in what will be a titanic struggle!

Trinity controlling the game; with passing moves involving 6 players sweeping up the pitch, the only thing missing was the goal. With time running out, Michael Tsintominas (11Sc) won a penalty from a throw in. James Saab (11We) stepped up to take the kick but unfortunately blazed the ball over the bar and with that ended the chance for Trinity to take full points in a game they won on every other count as it ended 0-0. Knox up next in what will be a titanic struggle!

Special mention to Nicholas Chan (11Mu) who had rushed from the airport, having only arrived back in the country two hours before kick-off!

Mark Anthony and Chris Robinson | 2nd XI Co-Coaches

FOOTBALL

A. J. Rae Shield vs Newington

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Result</th>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st XI</td>
<td>3-0</td>
<td>Win</td>
<td>9A</td>
<td>1-0</td>
<td>Win</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd XI</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>Draw</td>
<td>8A</td>
<td>2-6</td>
<td>Loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10A</td>
<td>3-0</td>
<td>Win</td>
<td>7A</td>
<td>0-2</td>
<td>Loss</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10As

The match against Newington was always going to be an incredibly tough encounter, if previous years are anything to go by. Each of the previous three encounters with Newington had ended in a stalemate. This game had a scintillating start with opportunities given to both teams. However, 15 minutes in to the game Jordan Kouqias (10Ke) dribbled past several Newington defenders, which allowed him to take a shot from a tight angle, beating the goalkeeper at the near post. Trinity was in the lead and were determined not to let the lead slip away. The boys kept the pressure on Newington and the half ended 1-0. The second half started well for Trinity, who were attacking and defending very well. Felix Keremeas (10Fo) then scored two incredible goals in the second half, sealing a 3-0 win, thus cementing the 10A’s win over Newington.

Christopher Monaha (10Mu)

9As

Last Saturday Trinity 9As opposed Newington as part of the A J Rae Shield. A close game was played out, but a great goal was scored by Calvin Li (9Ar) which put Trinity ahead. Strong defence from the team in Green and a Man of the Match performance from Goal Keeper Zac Kapatenellis (9Ke) kept Newington scoreless and secured Trinity a deserved 1-0 victory. Special mention goes to Hugo Cornish (7We) and Marcus Kartsounis (8He) for playing for the 9As.

Nicholas Pizanias (9He)

8As

A disappointing result for a depleted post Kanga Cup TGS 8A team as Newington took out the annual fixture.

The opening stages of the match were evenly balanced until Newington scored twice. Just before half time Trinity were able to get themselves back in the match when centre back Isaac Wilkins (8Mu) made his way into the box by dribbling past three Newington defenders and crossing for Alex Williams (8St) who neatly finished his goal to take the score to 1-2.

www.trinity.nsw.edu.au

Head Master’s Bulletin | 17 July 2015
In the second half, Trinity conceded uncharacteristic goals. The week in Canberra at Kanga Cup was revealing itself in the legs of the players (tiring) and this was multiplied by the ruthless attacking nature of Newington who scored four goals in the second half.

The 8A boys will be recharged for their Knox clash, when they will hope to return to their CAS form.

Sam Jacob | 8As’ Coach

**7As**

Trinity started the game strongly, moving the ball well and creating quite a few good opportunities. Trinity won several free kicks just outside the 18 yard box, but unfortunately did not take full advantage of them. Three quarters of the way into the first half Newington won a corner. It was whipped in with pace and was headed out by our defender, but unluckily it landed just outside the box and was put away by their left back with a cracking first time finish into the bottom left corner. In the second half, Trinity were passing the ball well, but could not convert their chances. Unfortunately Trinity were caught off guard with a quick counter-attack being played over the top of our defence into their very fast striker who outpaced all of our back line and scored Newington’s second goal of the match. The game finished as a 2-0 loss. Pleasingly Trinity played good football but just didn’t take the opportunities offered.

Hugo Cornish (7We)

**KANGA CUP – CANBERRA**

Trinity had an invaluable Kanga Cup in Canberra during the third week of the holidays. Friendship and combinations were developed, as were style of play and understanding of the 433 formation. Three teams (U13s, U14s and U16s) played a combined total of 18 games in four days, against opposition from Canberra, Sydney, interstate and overseas. The standard of competition was very high and each boy was challenged on and off the field. Each night after dinner, game Captains replicated the 1st XI speech in front of over fifty people and boys were drawn out of the hat to talk about ‘What it means to play for Trinity’. Team meetings each night dissected the day’s play and set tactical targets for the next day. The tour also had the opportunity to visit the top of Mount Ainslie and the Australian War Memorial. At the War Memorial, the group were part of the Last Post Ceremony and each boy was challenged to discover a story of sacrifice and test of character. The trip was invaluable for all of the above and was a great opportunity for boys to put their best foot forward with a view to displaying their potential for ‘A’ team, Bill Turner Cup and 1st XI Football.

It was great to see Mr Chris Robinson, Mr David Brereton and Dr David Nockles (class of 1986 reunite at the Kanga Cup). This occurred at an U14 match where Joshua Brereton (8Hi) played for Trinity against Camden Tigers. Dr Nockles who is a former Trinity staff member, Football MIC and now Macarthur Anglican School Head master had a son playing for the Tigers. Mr Robinson was also present at the game as part of Trinity’s Kanga Cup staff.

Thank you to the boys for their efforts at Kanga Cup and thank you to the parents for giving their boys the opportunity to go on this trip. Final thanks go to the staff for their tireless contributions and time away on tour. Staff included Mr Daniel Creasy, Mr Todd Nelson, Mr Samuel Epakis, Mr Chris Shelston, Mr Alex Epakis and Mr Chris Robinson. Below are the squad reports from each team.

Luke Gray | MIC Football
U16s

The U16 team performed very well, with players from Years 8, 9 and 10 coming together to form a young but strong line-up that held their own against older, more experienced sides. The tournament proved to be a challenge, as Trinity lost early games to premier league opposition. However, the side developed greatly from these games, becoming a better, more cohesive unit in the process. The next game against the International Football School was far more promising. The team showed excellent character to secure a 1-0 win against a tough opposition. Trinity lost their next two games 3-1 and 4-1, eliminating any hope of making the semi-finals, though showed great resilience to “bounce back” and finish the competition strongly with a 1-0 win in the 5th place playoff in a fiery encounter. The Player’s Player for the cup was Christopher Monaha (10Mu), and the Coach’s Player was awarded to Tim Semsarian (10St) who both displayed admirable talent, determination, and work ethic in all six games.

James Kapaniris (10WH)

U14s

The U14s had a very good start to the week with 2 strong draws against quality sides. This included a 2-2 draw with Capital Football U13s and a 1-1 draw against John Paul College from Brisbane. In both these games we were leading, but unfortunately we were not able to hold on to our lead due to the strength of our opponents’ attack. Credit must go to Owen Duke (8La) for the goal of the tournament - an amazing overhead volley in the first match. Unfortunately our efforts took their toll, along with fatigue and injury, meaning that Trinity struggled to play their best football in the remaining games. We had a 5-0 loss to Glen Eira, although this game did not come without chances and mention must go to Elijah Hooper (8Ar) for his movement up and down the sideline which created many opportunities for us. In the afternoon Trinity played against Camden Tigers. Despite playing quite well, Trinity were not able to convert the chances, losing 2-0. Coming into the final day we really wanted a win, and we knew our best chance would be against Cranbrook, whom we had beaten earlier in the season. Unfortunately injuries and fatigue prevented us from playing our best football. Cranbrook came out fast and we could not contain them. The final score of 3-0 loss did not reflect the closeness of the battle during the game. Trinity went into the final game against a strong Northern Tasmanian Representative side really wanting a win to our name, but we were out muscled and unable to convert our chances, going down 6-0. Overall, we had a tough, but very enjoyable, week and were proud of our efforts throughout the tournament.

Ben Bishop (8Hi)

U13s

Trinity had an early game against Bayswater City from Perth on the Monday morning, and Trinity scored an early goal as a result of some great build-up play in the midfield. Some miscommunications led to an opposition goal. In the second half Trinity missed four good chances to score and in the last two minutes of play, conceded a goal to lose 1-2.

Second game was against Hakoah FC, a very strong team from Sydney. They dominated possession throughout the whole first half and Trinity were 0-4 down by half time. A very encouraging half time talk by Mr Creasey had the boys fired up for the second half, and although we didn’t score any goals that half, we didn’t concede, which was a credit to the boys for never giving up in that second half.

Third game was against Glen Eira from Victoria, and we conceded two early goals which caused us to try everything to get back in the game. Trinity scored one goal and had the momentum for the rest of the match, yet could not find an equaliser. The game ended 2-1 to Glen Eira.

Fourth game was against Ashburton United, who scored two early goals against us. Trinity fought back and scored three goals to be in the lead, including a screamer from Jason Rudd (7WH) that went into the top corner. A late free kick from the opposition equalised the score to 3-3.

Fifth game against Capital Football was a 4-1 win to Trinity. Sixth game, Trinity played Seoul FC from Korea. They took the lead through a good goal however an excellent free kick from Lucas Kapetanellis (7Ke) put Trinity back in the game. Trinity scored from a penalty to go 2-1 up. The opposition scored late and the game went into extra time. Two great saves from Patrick Fouracrce (7WH) were not enough as they scored off the second rebound to win the game.

Lewis Dobbin (7Du)
TRINITY DEFEATED NEWINGTON
3-0 (25-15, 25-11, 25-15)

After losing a set against Newington in the first CAS/GPS fixture last term, the Firsts fought on Saturday to win 3-0. Despite the break, the team maintained its impressive form and level of energy from last term due to a number of holiday training sessions run by Mr. Simos and Co-Coach David Zhang. Trinity dominated the game throughout, with unstoppable attacks from Angus Webster (11WJ), Lewis Jupp (11WH) and Jarryd Fernandes (11La). During the second and third sets, Newington’s defence appeared to weaken, which allowed Soren Tan (12WJ) and Josh Powell (12Ho) to single-handedly take out consecutive points with their strong serving. All players fought with confidence and dedication, two traits that will be essential in the games to come. The on and off court enthusiasm was impressive, and helped to maintain Trinity’s momentum. Hristofor Kukic (12Ar) deserves to be congratulated for his on-court leadership. It’s a pleasure to have contributed to securing the A. J. Rae Shield.

James Douglas (12La) | 1st VI Captain

TRINITY DEFEATED NEWINGTON
3-1 (18-25, 25-17, 27-25, 25-11)

Today was an unusual day as far as the competition was concerned. The annual A.J Rae Shield between Trinity and Newington, saw Volleyball for the first time counted in the final point score for the Shield.

Being able to compete against a team twice in this new competition is an especially rare treat, for there are as many schools as there are weeks in the season. This match provided us a great opportunity to compare our performance to the last time we played against Newington.

Straight out of the blocks it was clear that one player, Matthew Rorie (10Fo) has improved immensely over the last month since we last played Newington. With two very attacking teams at the helm it was important to have a tall block in place to deflect all that was thrown at us. With years of experience in Volleyball, Andrew Berg (12Fo) aided us well to take the Seconds to a resounding win.

Hugo Miller (11Yo) | 2nd VI Captain

Trinity Grammar School
Sports Physiotherapy Clinic

The Trinity Grammar Sports Physiotherapy Clinic, is now operating in the rooms below the Pastoral Care Centre. It is open Mondays and Wednesdays 7.00am-10.30am and is run by Mr Tom Lombardo (‘01), an Old Boy of the School. Having worked extensively with elite and professional athletes at the highest levels, Tom has a particular interest and expertise in the highly specialised area of adolescent sporting injury diagnosis and management.

With established links to an extensive network of quality sports medicine physicians and by placing a strong emphasis on specialist injury prevention, treatment and rehabilitation, the TGS Sports Physiotherapy clinic will ensure reliable and timely assessment and management of your son’s injuries within the confines of the school grounds.

Consultations at the clinic are for Trinity students only and can be booked online (the link can be accessed from the School’s home web page: www.trinity.nsw.edu.au). The clinic will offer competitive rates and allow for private health insurance rebates. The cost of the initial consultation of a new injury is $78 and any subsequent consultations will be charged at $68 per service.

Susie Cujes
Diving

BENJAMIN ON RIPS “ELITE CHAMPIONSHIPS”

During the holiday break Benjamin On (9Ta) competed at the Australian Junior Elite Diving Championships held at SOPAC. He had an outstanding performance throughout the competition, competing in three events. His unending commitment and tireless effort throughout the year finally paid off! Benjamin won 3 medals:

> Silver in the 1m springboard event
> Silver in the 3m springboard event
> Gold in the boy’s synchronised event.

Benjamin was selected in the 2015/16 National Junior Squad. We look forward to seeing him soar to even greater heights in the coming years.

Martin Lang | MIC/Diving Coach

---

The new 2015/2016 Entertainment Memberships are available now and packed with thousands of up to 50% off and 2-for-1 offers. For just $70, you’ll receive over $20,000 worth of valuable offers! Plus, from every Entertainment Membership we sell, $14 goes towards our fundraising!

Book orders can now be collected at Founders, Junior School and Preparatory School Receptions.

ORDER HERE NOW

George Ayoub | Director of Development
email gayoub@trinity.nsw.edu.au mobile 0414 915 910
phone 02 9581 6000 fax 02 9799 9449
SOCIETY OF THE ARTS

SLOW BURN
fire in mythology and culture

curated by Catherine Benz and featuring works by Jacqueline Gothe, Firesticks with UTS Design, Claire Healy and Sean Cordeiro, Euan Macleod, Djambawa Marawili, Mandy Martin, Rerrkirwanga Munungurr, Trent Parke, Mike Parr, Kharma Phuntsok, Ajay Sharma, Jeannette Siebols, Maxie Tjampitjinpa, Hossein Valamanesh, Justine Varga, Lachlan Warner, Barrupu Yunupingu, Ian Howard and John Bursill

Currently on Exhibition
Closes 26 July.

Click here to view exhibition online

Delmar Gallery
144 Victoria Street Ashfield NSW 2131
phone 9581 6070

Gallery hours: Wednesday to Sunday 12-5pm.
Free admission.

Catherine Benz | Convenor, Society of the Arts

Image below: Euan Macleod, Bonfire Broken Hill 2011, oil on canvas, 120 x 84cm. Private collection.

CAB SAVVY
a fiery night of performance
poetry, puppetry and music

Tuesday 21 July, 7.30pm | Delmar Gallery

Tonight we open the gallery to a cavalcade of acts to fire up the soul on this wintery July evening.

A salon style event, with a variety of acts and performance hijinks, comic rantings, musical clowning, puppetry and quirky surprises – there’ll be something to entertain all tastes!

Spoken Word performer and cultural commentator TUG DUMBLY will host this jumble of acts that include: Bulgarian born, award-winning violinist/composer VEREN GRIGOROV, the hilariously devilish LADY SINGS IT BETTER, glove puppets DYLAN & DIERDRE’S ambitious world of cut throat children’s TV, GODFREY UKE with his musically inclined modern day vaudevillian act, dancer & choreographer KAY ARMSTRONG with her bombastic alter-ego, BIKE, and REI CASTRO Y LOS GRINGOS MISERABLES with their slow, sultry tunes. Music by 2SER DJ and Presenter, Greg Poppleton, the Phantom Dancer.

Curated by Red Velvet Productions and presented by Trinity Grammar School’s Society of the Arts. Lighting design by Year 11 Entertainment students with Mrs Stewart. Sound by Lachlan Gregory (11Ke) and James Watson (11We) with Mr Blois and Mr Pieterse. Ticketing and venue set up by Nicholas Lee (11WH) with Ms Benz.

BOOKINGS ESSENTIAL! LIMITED SEATING.
Tickets from $20 (includes light refreshments) – Free for Trinity students and Society of the Arts Members (RSVP required)

Where Delmar Gallery, Victoria St gate
When Tuesday 21 July, 7.30pm
Duration approx. 2 hours

Tickets click here to book online

Further information: Catherine Benz | Convenor, Society of the Arts cbenz@trinity.nsw.edu.au
THE MATHEMATICS CLUB MATTERS - MAJOR PRIZE DRAW

The Mathematics Club Matters competition has been very popular and it was pleasing to see there were many weekly submissions to and interest in the problems from our boys and parents interested in experiencing Mathematics. The Mathematics Club appreciates the generosity of our sponsors and support for this competition. It now gives me great pleasure to announce Arvind Kumaraguru (7Mu) as the major draw prize winner from the Whitsun Term. You too may be a winner this term, so get your entry in this week for a chance to win.

Image: Arvind Kumaraguru (7Mu) is congratulated by Dr Frederick Osman as the major prize draw winner from the Whitsun term.

MATHEMATICS CLUB CO-CURRICULAR REQUIREMENTS

The aim of this Co-curricular is to provide enjoyment and training in advanced thinking for recreation. The Mathematics Club will encourage boys' greater understanding of mathematics, providing activities, discussion opportunities in Mathematics research and related mathematical experiences, and establishing a social and intellectual forum to all boys interested in experiencing mathematics. The Mathematics Club will provide various opportunities for students with a range of mathematical abilities to understand mathematical concepts in a less formal context. It is the aim of this Co-curricular to develop peer tutoring relationships between mentors and mentees that can lead to a development process of best practices for boys working and learning together.

The Mathematics Club co-curricular offering requirements are included below:

> **Years 7-9 Optional and Additional Co-curricular**
Monday 1:10pm-1:50pm (lunch-time) commitment in N1.17. Please contact Mr. Shane Scott for further information.

> **Years 10-12 Full Co-curricular**
Friday 3:30pm-5:00pm commitment in S2.1. Please contact Dr Osman (MIC Mathematics Club) for further information regarding this requirement.

MATHEMATICS CLUB MATTERS COMPETITION FOR ALL BOYS

The Mathematics Club at the School is pleased to continue this term with “Mathematics Club Matters” for all boys interested in experiencing Mathematics. This has been a popular competition for all boys in the School.

The boys will have an opportunity to enter either a Middle School Maths Problem or Senior School Maths Problem each week. The boys will attempt on their own paper one problem each week within their year group of either Middle School or Senior School and will have until Monday lunch-time (1.15pm) to enter their submission at the Mathematics Department office. All boys will need to include their name and House group with their submission.

There is a permanent box placed outside in the Mathematics Department for each problem. The first correct solution drawn from each box on Monday at 1.30pm will be the winner, with the names published weekly in the Mathematics Club Matters section of the Head Master’s Bulletin.

Every correct solution will go into the draw to win a major prize at the end of each term. Solutions for each problem will appear in the Head Master’s Bulletin. So get your entries in this week for a chance to win.

**THIS WEEK’S PROBLEM FOR BULLETIN I:**

1. **Years 7-9: Middle School Problem**
   Due on Monday 20 July 2015
   Here is a series challenge for the better brainteaser fan. Fill in the final term in this mathematical series. Please show working to justify your answer!

   9 73 241 561 1,081 1,849

2. **Years 10-12: Senior School Problem**
   Due on Monday 20 July 2015
   The two numbers in each box have the same relationship to each other as do the two numbers in every other box. What is the missing number?

   3, 8 -5, 24 0,-1 9, 80 6, ?

Please show working to justify your answer!

Please place your name and House group with your submission by Monday lunch-time (1.15PM) at the Mathematics Department Office.

Dr Frederick Osman | MIC Mathematics Club

---

**UPCOMING SPECIAL EVENT**

**Pi Day (22 over 7) on the Twenty-second day of the Seventh Month**

The “Mathematics Club” at the School is pleased to celebrate Pi Day (22 over 7) on the Twenty-second day of the Seventh Month by a special event on “The Life of π”

**Date**
Wednesday 22nd July 2015

**Time**
1:10pm – 1:50pm

**Where**
Latham Theatre

All boys are encouraged to attend!

**Summary of the event:** The desire to understand π, the challenge (and originally the need) to calculate ever more accurate values of π - the ratio of the circumference of a circle to its diameter - has captured mathematicians, great and less great, for many, many centuries. And, especially recently, π has provided many compelling examples of experimental (or computational) mathematics. π, uniquely in mathematics, is pervasive in popular culture and the popular imagination. This talk, prepared by Laureate Professor Jon Borwein (aka “Dr π”), will trace π’s mathematical and numerical status throughout history, pausing to look at many examples of its ubiquity, and will end with a brief discussion of its modern computation to trillions of digits.

For further information on this event, please [click here](https://www.trinity.nsw.edu.au) to see the Mathematics Club page.
The Mathematics Club has initiated a new and unique *Journal and Proceedings of Young Archimedes* which publishes academic online papers of secondary students in the fields of Mathematics Applications and provides a forum to exchange mathematical ideas, activities, and/or sharing and interpreting high school research.

Manuscripts will be reviewed by the Editor, in consultation with the Associate Editors, to decide whether the paper will be considered for publication in the Journal. Issues are scheduled to be published in June and December. An electronic version of each issue is posted to the Trinity Grammar School Mathematics Club web site [http://www.trinity.nsw.edu.au/1_senior/spirit_maths.html](http://www.trinity.nsw.edu.au/1_senior/spirit_maths.html) as a formal publication.

**Aims Of This New Initiative:**

1. The Journal and Proceedings of Young Archimedes publishes academic online papers of secondary students in the fields of Mathematics Applications.
2. To provide a forum to exchange mathematical ideas, activities, and/or sharing and interpreting high school research.
3. To pioneer a new field of educational endeavour to be the first Mathematics International Journal publication for High Schoolers.
4. All Trinity students who are interested in unique mathematical ideas, activities, and/or sharing interpreting high school research are encouraged to submit a paper. All students completing HSC and/or IB essays or projects with relevance to the fields of Mathematics Applications are highly encouraged to submit a paper for refereeing within the Journal and Proceedings of Young Archimedes.

**Outcomes:**

1. Issues are scheduled to be published in June and December of each Year.
2. A Maximum of 6 long papers (max 6 pages) or 12 short papers (max 3 pages) for each issue.

Enquiries relating to submission and production of articles should refer to the Style Guide (see the link below) or direct any enquiries to Dr Frederick Osman on fosman@trinity.nsw.edu.au

---

**NEW INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL AND PROCEEDINGS OF YOUNG ARCHIMEDES**

**CALL FOR STUDENT PAPERS**

The Mathematics Club has initiated a new and unique *Journal and Proceedings of Young Archimedes* which publishes academic online papers of secondary students in the fields of Mathematics Applications and provides a forum to exchange mathematical ideas, activities, and/or sharing and interpreting high school research.

Manuscripts will be reviewed by the Editor, in consultation with the Associate Editors, to decide whether the paper will be considered for publication in the Journal. Issues are scheduled to be published in June and December. An electronic version of each issue is posted to the Trinity Grammar School Mathematics Club web site [http://www.trinity.nsw.edu.au/1_senior/spirit_maths.html](http://www.trinity.nsw.edu.au/1_senior/spirit_maths.html) as a formal publication.

**Aims Of This New Initiative:**

1. The Journal and Proceedings of Young Archimedes publishes academic online papers of secondary students in the fields of Mathematics Applications.
2. To provide a forum to exchange mathematical ideas, activities, and/or sharing and interpreting high school research.
3. To pioneer a new field of educational endeavour to be the first Mathematics International Journal publication for High Schoolers.
4. All Trinity students who are interested in unique mathematical ideas, activities, and/or sharing interpreting high school research are encouraged to submit a paper. All students completing HSC and/or IB essays or projects with relevance to the fields of Mathematics Applications are highly encouraged to submit a paper for refereeing within the Journal and Proceedings of Young Archimedes.

**Outcomes:**

1. Issues are scheduled to be published in June and December of each Year.
2. A Maximum of 6 long papers (max 6 pages) or 12 short papers (max 3 pages) for each issue.

Enquiries relating to submission and production of articles should refer to the Style Guide (see the link below) or direct any enquiries to Dr Frederick Osman on fosman@trinity.nsw.edu.au

---

**THE EINSTEIN LECTURE 2015 | by Dr Ken Silburn**

The tenth annual Australian Institute of Physics and Powerhouse Museum demonstration lecture exploring the current output from Einstein’s original work.

**Friday 14 August 6.00pm at the Powerhouse Museum, 500 Harris St, Ultimo**

Ken Silburn is a science educator and communicator. He is the Head Teacher Science at Casula High School, President of LAZSTA (Metropolitan South West Science Teachers Association) and Coordinator and founder of the ISTEM (Invigorating Science Technology Engineering and Mathematics) project delivering science enrichment programs for high school science students.

Ken is a graduate of the University of Wollongong and the Honeywell US Space Academy for Educators Programme.

**Einstein’s Universe with the Modern Perspectives**

Ken Silburn will discuss scientific theories, how misconceptions are generated, how public opinion is manipulated and other issues of interest to the modern citizen on planet Earth. Ken reveals the history of science invention, resulting in how we live today. Electricity from Ben Franklin to NASA Heliophysics. Smallpox, Measles to Ebola. Morse code to super computers. And Global warming.

**Tickets:** $7 adult, $5 under 18s
Light refreshments included. Bookings essential.

For more Information please contact Dr Frederick Osman:
email fosman@trinity.nsw.edu.au or phone 9581 6040

Presented by the Powerhouse Museum and Australian Institute of Physics
Supported by the Trinity Grammar School, Mathematics Club
Get ready to study in 2016

UAC Undergraduate Admissions 2016: Undergraduate applications open on Wednesday 5 August 2015. We recommend you apply by Wednesday 30 September 2015, before the processing charge starts to increase. http://www.uac.edu.au/undergraduate/

Don’t worry if you haven’t decided on what or where you want to study. After you’ve applied you can change your course preferences as many times as you like for no extra cost. Many students wait to receive their ATAR before they make their final decision. In fact, you’ll have until Wednesday 6 January 2016 to finalise your preferences for the Main Round of offers to semester 1 courses.

St Andrews’ College Sydney University
Scholarships and Bursaries: St Andrew’s College is again reaching out to schools to advise that up to $1 million is available in scholarships, bursaries and prizes for students for 2016. Students considering tertiary study in Sydney should be aware of these opportunities. Scholarships are awarded on merit and require students to submit an application admitting five new students each year with Scholarships $25,000 per year for the length of the undergraduate degree whilst in College. Applications are now open for the 2016 St Andrew’s Scholars intake. Further details can be found from the website www.standrewscollege.edu.au/current-students/scholarships-and-prizes/

The University of Sydney
Bachelor of Science (Advanced) and Doctor of Dental Medicine: In the new Bachelor of Science (Advanced) and Doctor of Dental Medicine, students spend the first three years studying advanced science courses of their choice, followed by the four year Doctor of Dental Medicine which qualifies graduates to practice as a dentist. http://sydney.edu.au/courses/bachelor-of-science-advanced-and-doctor-of-dental-medicine

Charles Sturt University
New Bachelor of Technology and Master of Engineering (Civil Systems): The new five and a half year Bachelor of Technology and Master of Engineering combines undergraduate and postgraduate study with industry experience. Students will spend the first 18 months of the programme studying on campus at CSU Bathurst, and then undertake four one-year paid industry placements while completing their studies online. The programme will be available from 2016. Website: http://news.csu.edu.au/latest-news/charles-sturt-university/csu-engineers-a-new-type-of-graduate

UTS
Engineering Industry Merit Based Scholarships: Applications Close: Mon 5th October. A number of Industry Sponsored scholarships are available to provide financial support for the first year of the Bachelor of Engineering Diploma in Engineering Industry Merit Based Scholarships. Students will have direct access to industry sponsors and many undertake an internship with their sponsor company. Applicants will be chosen based on their academic performance, skills evidence in leadership, commitment to an understanding of the engineering profession, and demonstrated initiative in extra-curricular activities. Contact: +61 2 9514 2666 or FEITOutreach@uts.edu.au http://www.uts.edu.au/future-students/scholarships/0000017874

UTS
Bachelor of Information Technology Co-operative Scholarship Programme: Round 2 Applications Open: Mon 3rd August. Round 2 Applications Close: Wed 30th September The Bachelor of Information Technology Co-operative Scholarship Programme provides students with $15,500 per year of study, and two six month full-time industry placements with sponsor organisations. There are two rounds of applications in 2015 for the 2016 intake. http://www.uts.edu.au/future-students/information-technology/essential-information/how-apply/how-apply-bit

UTS
New Digital Course Guides: New interactive course guides are designed to help students explore their UTS course and career options in new and engaging ways. https://www.uts.edu.au/ future-students/teachers/tools-and-resources/course-guides

UTS INSEARCH

University of New South Wales (UNSW)
Future Students - Key Dates 2015:
> UNSW Open Day: Saturday 5th September
> A Day @ UNSW - Dates: Thursday 24th November, 10th December and Friday 11th December. http://unswfuturestudents.tumblr.com/post/11050398327/key-dates-for-2015

Australian Catholic University (ACU)
New Undergraduate Double Degrees: ACU Health Sciences is introducing a number of new double degrees in 2016:
> Bachelor of Teaching/Bachelor of Exercise Science (Brisbane, Canberra, Melbourne, Strathfield)
> Bachelor of Laws/Bachelor of Biomedical Science (Melbourne, North Sydney)
> Bachelor of Biomedical Science/Bachelor of Business Administration (Brisbane, Melbourne, North Sydney)
> Bachelor of Biomedical Science/Bachelor of Applied Public Health (Brisbane, Melbourne, North Sydney and Strathfield).

These degrees are still subject to final approval. Website: http://www.acu.edu.au/about/acu/faculties_institutes_centres/health_sciences/course_updates/new_undergrad_double_degrees_for_2016

ACU Elite Athlete Programme
ACU’s Elite Athlete Programme has been established to support future and current students who have maintained a record of excellence in sporting performance throughout their studies and wish to pursue a sporting career alongside an academic one. Future students deemed to be Elite Athletes will be eligible to receive up to five bonus points towards an entry score and greater flexibility when studying at ACU. http://www.acu.edu.au/study_at_acu/alternative_entry/elite_athlete_program1

University of Wollongong
Early Admission: Applications open Mon 3rd August. University of Wollongong early admission enables students to gain entry into university before receiving their ATAR. For more information visit: http://www.uow.edu.au/future/early-admission/index.html To view a video on interview tips for early admission, visit: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rfzXkhHvuK

Macquarie University
New Pathways into Law: Students who will have been admitted to a non-law degree at Macquarie University in 2016 will be able to apply for admission to the Pre-Law Pathway prior to their first session of studies. To gain entry into the Pre-Law Pathway prospective students are required to have completed the HSC in 2015, achieved an ATAR above 93, and be accepted into an approved degree at Macquarie. http://law.mq.edu.au/future-students/undergraduate_law_programs/new_pathways_into_law/

www.trinity.nsw.edu.au
Australian Defence Force Academy (ADFA)

Applications: It is advised that students wishing to study at ADFA apply in Year 11 as it is a competitive selection process which may take up to 12 months to complete. Gaining entry to ADFA is a dual process requiring students to apply directly to the Australian Defence Force while also applying concurrently to UNSW ADFA through UAC.

An offer to study at ADFA is conditional to meeting the academic requirements of UNSW as well as the mental and physical requirements of the Australian Defence Force.


University of Canberra

Open Day: Sat 29th August, University Drive, Bruce

View the facilities and speak to academic staff and current students to learn about the courses available.

http://www.canberra.edu.au/openday

Australian Catholic University

Open Days:

- Canberra: Sat 29th August
- North Sydney: Sat 5th September
- Strathfield: Sat 12th September

http://www.acu.edu.au/study_at_acu/courses/applying_to_acu/experience Uni_before_you_start/open_day

University of Wollongong

Open Day: Sat 15th August, Northfields Ave, Wollongong

Tours and information sessions covering degrees, scholarships and communication will be held throughout the day. http://www.ouw.edu.au/openday/index.html

Australian National University

Academic Bonus Points: ANU awards academic bonus points to domestic students who have excelled in select subjects in Year 12 and have applied for an ANU Bachelor degree or Flexible double degree. Students who achieve the required results in the specified subjects will automatically have bonus points added to their ATAR. http://www.anu.edu.au/study/apply/academic-bonus-points

My Open Day

A website where you can find information about the upcoming open days at universities, TAFE and private colleges, as well as information about gap years and other career news. http://myopenday.com.au/

University of Western Sydney

Open Day: Sun 30th August, 10.00am-2.00pm, UWS Parramatta Campus. Meet academic staff, attend course presentations, get scholarship information and learn about pathways into UWS http://openday.usw.edu.au/index.php

Macquarie University

Open Day: Sat 12th September, North Ryde

Attend mini-lectures on Macquarie University degrees, explore the campus, obtain information about alternative pathways and speak to academics about specific degrees and units http://www.mq.edu.au/openday/

University of Newcastle

Open Days: Sat 22nd August. Meet academic staff, attend course presentations, get scholarship information and learn about pathways into UNCL http://www.newcastle.edu.au/future-students/key-dates

Australian Defence Force Army

Sat 29th August, 9.00am – 4.00pm, Northcott Drive in Campbell, ACT. Defence and University staff will be available to provide careers and course information. ADFA Navy Midshipmen and Army and Air Force Officer Cadets will also be available to talk to attendees about life at ADFA. Open Day will also provide an opportunity to see a range of displays from the Army, Navy and Airforce. Contact +61 2 6268 8201 or student.recruitment@adfa.edu.au http://www.openday.adfa.edu.au/about.html

My Future Scholarships

The My Future website currently lists over 4000 undergraduate and postgraduate scholarships. The type of support ranges from course fees, accommodation, grants, and travel within or outside Australia, and covers fields of study across all Australian universities. To view, visit: http://www.myfuture.edu.au/tools-and-resources/study-or-training-options/scholarshipsearch

THINK Education

Early Entry Programme is now open: The Early Entry programme allows students to get a conditional offer for their desired course before sitting their final exam. They are...
guaranteed a placement in their course of interest if their final exam results meet the minimum entry requirements. If their ATAR doesn’t meet the requirements a study pathway will be provided where possible. More information www.think.edu.au/early-entry

Macquarie University
Macquarie’s Global Leadership Entry Programme: Applications are now open for Macquarie’s Global Leadership Entry Programme. Designed for the best and brightest Year 12 students, it will develop and inspire students to be a global leader of tomorrow. We’re looking for an all-rounder who’s not only achieving great academic results, but also involved outside the classroom or in the community. Applications close 15 August. Apply at www.mq.edu.au/glep

Australian Catholic University
Early Achievers’ Programme: ACU recognises that you have more to offer than your academic results. Our Early Achievers’ Programme considers the contribution you have made to your community through your school or workplace, local community organisation, cultural and/or religious group. Applications open 10 August and close 19 October, 2015. For more information please visit www.acu.edu.au/early-achievers

The University of Notre Dame
Young Achievers Early Offer applications close: 31st Jul 2015, 104 Broadway (PO Box 944) Broadway NSW 2007
Contact: Anne-Maree McCarthy: sydney@nd.edu.au / 02 8204 4404. Submit your application for the Notre Dame Young Achievers Early Offer programme before 31 July 2015. Give us a call or approach your Career Advisor for more details.

Other Programmes and Courses

Turning Point Consulting
Resume Writing and Interview Skills, Turning Point Consulting, Your Time and Date: Book now for your in school career workshops of resume writing and/or interview skills! We come to you, throughout NSW and ACT, and provide tangible examples from personal experience hiring individuals. Supporting your programme for engagement, read more at http://www.turningpointconsulting.com.au/student-events-calendar/ or call Kathryn 0478 570 707 to discuss.

Career Assessment and Coaching, Turning Point Consulting, throughout the year: Assisting students throughout their transition into the workforce we offer one-on-one strengths-based career consultations to support students in seeing their value and so potential career pathways. With experience in a range of industries we are able to build confidence as well as career tools to deliver outcomes. Partnering students to professionals, call Kathryn 0478 570 707 to discuss.

WEP Student Exchange Programmes
Applications Closing Soon: 2015/16 WEP Student Exchange Programmes - Applications for programmes to over 25 countries starting in November ’15 and January ’16 are closing soon. To request comprehensive programme information, please visit www.wep.org.au, email info@wep.org.au or call 1300 884 733.

Projects Abroad
Volunteer Overseas Information Evening: Projects Abroad offer volunteering opportunities in 29 countries across the developing world, ideal for gap years or schoolies. The Sydney information evening will run on 4th August at 6.30. Meet staff and volunteers to learn about overseas volunteering questions, choosing a placement, safety and planning. Register here: http://www.projects-abroad.com.au/more-info/information-events/

Dr Frederick Osman
Director of Vocational Education and RTO Manager (Careers Education)

Cast and Crew at the Souths versus Manly game on June 26th at Telstra Stadium.

RUN RABBIT RUN | Drama on and off the Field

The cast and crew of Run Rabbit Run were invited as guests of the South Sydney Rugby Leagues Club in gratitude for the matinee performance of the play for the Souths staff. We thank the Souths for their generosity and well down to the drama team!

Brendan Duhigg | Head of Drama
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THIS WEEK...

Friday, 17 July 2015

Years 10-12 IT Students - Computing - UNSW Competition [anticipated]

8:00am Cross Country - NSW All Schools Championships (Eastern Creek)

3:30pm - 5:00pm Year 8 - Leadership through Cadets - Basic Course (12) (LT, DH)

4:00pm - 6:00pm Chess - Junior Chess League Competition (S3.3)

7:00pm Debating - CAS Round 1 - Barker vs Trinity (Hornsby)

Saturday, 18 July 2015

CAS - Round 7 - Trinity vs Knox - Years 9, 10 & 11 [compulsory] (Football Afternoon Tea, DH 12:15pm) (Rugby Afternoon Tea, DH 5.15pm)

8:00am - 5:00pm Friends of Trinity BBQ (Breezeway No. 2 Oval)

9:00am - 2:00pm Clothing Shop - Open

10:00am Cross Country (North Ryde Common)

3:00pm - 5:00pm OTU Anniversary Reunion Rugby Game (12.30pm Lunch TR, 3pm Afternoon Tea TR)

Sunday, 19 July 2015

2016 School Officers’ Conference - commences

Monday, 20 July 2015

2016 School Officers’ Conference - continues

8:30am - 3:40pm Year 12 HSC / IB Music Compositions (OR)

Tuesday, 21 July 2015

2016 School Officers’ Conference - concludes

8:30am - 3:40pm Year 12 HSC / IB Music Compositions (OR)

8:30am - 9:30am Trinity Grammar School Prayer Meeting - meet at the Junior School Reception

6:30pm - 7:00pm Year 8 - Parents and Middle School Housemaster Meeting (TR, Supper CR 5.30pm)

7:00pm - 8:15pm Year 8 - Parent Information Evening - 2016 Field Studies Programme Briefing (AH)

7:30pm ~ 10:00pm Social Arts Cabaret Concert Evening (DG)

Wednesday, 22 July 2015

8:00am - 3:40pm Excursion - HSC Geography Field Trip (Darling Harbour)

8:30am - 3:40pm Year 12 HSC / IB Music Compositions (OR)

1:10pm - 1:50pm Mathematics Club - The Life of Michael Rose (LT)

5:30pm - 6:45pm Football - Trinity vs Sydney Uni (Oval No. 2)

Thursday, 23 July 2015

Years 7-12 - Australian National Chemistry Quiz

8:30am - 3:40pm Year 12 HSC / IB Music Compositions (OR)

1:10pm Photographs - Years 9-12 [Winter Sport] (No. 3 Oval & Quad)

5:30pm Year 12 - Technological and Applied Studies - display (D1.1)

6:30pm ~ 10:00pm Years 8 - 12 Music Composition Concert (OR)

Friday, 24 July 2015

Trinity Quilters (ABR)

7:00pm Debating - CAS Round 2 - Trinity vs Waverley (New School Building) - Supper 6.00pm (DH)

CANTEEN | CAFETERIA ROSTER

WEEK 2 | 20th July - 24th July

| Monday | Ping, L; Shohat, Y; Plummer, S. |
| Tuesday | Ewida, G; Kostoglou, O; Moore, D. |
| Wednesday | Lentin, D. |
| Thursday | Gavin, J; Moularas, H; Sestan, A. |

WEEK 3 | 27th July - 31st July

| Monday | Vlahopoulos, A; Varvaris, D. |
| Tuesday | Bitar, J; Menzel, J. |
| Wednesday | Hutchinson, S; Kostoglou, O; Moore, D. |
| Thursday | Balkwell, B; Casimir, M. |
| Friday | Cameron, E; Vlahopoulos, A. |
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